The radar program you will download is good for both Macs or PCs and can be downloaded from here:  http://climate.ok.gov/software/

One you have installed the radar program, just park the script file wherever you want to keep it and click it to get started.  Enjoy!  

For more on how to use this, read the following...




Idiot’s Guide to Wx Scope – what non weather-geeks need to know
 
This data is real-time WSR-88D radar  WSR – (National) Weather Service.  "88D" denotes that this radar type is the D series developed in 1988 by my brethren in Norman, Oklahoma.  Starting around 1990 this radar started replacing the patchwork of older WSR-74 and WSR-57 (basically, WWII technology) radars around the nation.  Even though this technology is 20 years old, it’s a pretty damn good radar, and most of the last 20 years has been spent improving the algorithms used to estimate rainfall totals, hail, and tornadoes within the storm.  There’s some new military technology out there called phased array radars, but I don't know when it will filter down to civilian weather applications.
 

Adding a radar
 
I already set up the system with radars from Fort Worth and Abilene, but should you wish to add one, on the top row menu select "Product", then "New Radar".  The drop-down menu is sorted by state.  Be sure to check the two checkboxs – "Display Storm Attributes" and "Display Clear Air Mode Like Precip".
 

What is "Base reflectivity 1" and those other drop down options when you add a new radar?
 
Base 1 is the standard radar at the lowest angle.  The higher the base, the greater the radar beam angle, and thus higher the radar beam will look into (or even above) the storm.  Remember that the farther from a storm you get, the higher the beam will be above the ground.  This is because the beam is a straight line, whereas the Earth is curving away the further you get.  Base 248 is a long-range scan.  I don’t use it much since you get a better resolution by looking at multiple radars at once.  The only time I use it is when I open up the coastal radars to monitor hurricanes.
 
Base velocity scans are your true Doppler scans.  Green represents winds headed towards the radar, yellows/reds away from the radar.  More on this when talk about what to look for in a storm.  You’ll only get these echos from a storm, or very close to the radar, where it’s useful in locating fronts and other wind shifts.
 
Storm relative velocity scans filter out the movement of the storm.  This is useful when tracking fast moving storms. 


Update Spring 2011:  There is now available “Enhanced” reflectivity and velocity scans.  These scans are more sensitive, which is good in some situations and bad in others.

If on the menu items bar you click “window” then “show inspector” you are provided with a mini-window that acts as a legend.

Echo tops and rainfall scans are self-explanatory. 
 
Vertically integrated liquid is your best radar indicator for hail.  This feature uses all the beam scans to determine how much mass (water or ice) is in the column.  The higher the return, the bigger the hail (or heavier the rain). VILs in the 40s might generate some pea sized hail.  White pixels in a VIL scan means the storm is dropping frozen Volkswagens...

 
How do I make the radar loop?
 
Click the timestamp on the leftside margin.  Select your end period (it defaults to current time), and how long you want to loop.  In severe weather mode most radars complete a sweep every 5 minutes.  In benign conditions it’s every 6.  I usually just leave it at 5.  Not every radar is on the exact same 5 minute cycle, so if you're running multiple radars expect to see some slight jumpiness as each radar updates at a slightly different time.
 
You CAN go back and capture data from the previous day/week/etc.  by adjusting the end date.  This is handy when it's the next morning and you want to look at what woke you up at 2AM.  I've also used it to go back and examine significant events, like the Greensburg, Kansas tornado (even though I was watching that one in real time as well).
 
To toggle the radar loop on/off just right click the clock.

 
What are all these other lines and features on the left margin?
 
This is my base map configuration, with each map feature represented by a layer.  Highways are blue, county boundaries are green, and urban areas are within the gray lines.  With these features only the most geographically illiterate people should have a problem navigating around the map.  
 
The barbell looking icons denoting zero distance are my way of pinpointing exact locations.  I've already set the script up with Worth Ranch, Sid Richardson Scout Ranch, and Eagle Mountain Park.  You can change these by double clicking the icon, then setting the lat/long.  Google Maps or other sites provide a decent data on exact lat/longs, just be sure it’s converted to decimal degrees from degrees/minutes/seconds (if necessary).  To add a new location, just select "New Distance" under the product menu.  Let me know if you need any help locating your favorite places to add.
 
I've also added watch/warning outlines to my base configuration.  If you click on the "NWS Weather Advisories" in the left menu, then mouse over an outlined county or a warning polygon, it will tell you what the alert is and when it expires.  You may choose to drop this item below/under the radars (see below for more about layering).  I don't have this set for all alert types, just the most important ones.

Below the map layers are the radar layers.  My preference is to layer the radar BELOW the other geographical layers and icons.  You don’t lose much radar data that way, and it’s easier to pinpoint storm features.  
 
Since the radars are also layered, it’s important to remember that the top layer will override those below it in the event a storm is captured by two or more radars.  If I’m focusing on a specific storm, to maintain the best resolution I typically "hide" the other radars and use just the one nearest to the storm.  Right clicking the radar icon shows the menu to toggle the hide/show feature. This is also why I didn’t bother with radar sites that are typically "downstream" of my focus area.
 
 
Where’s the tornado?
 
If you’ve got a discrete storm (as opposed to a cluster or line of storms), look for a notch in the radar echo located in the right rear quadrant.  In a SW-NE moving cell, this means the notch is on the S/SW side. To confirm the area of rotation, switch from a base scan to a velocity scan.  If you’ve got adjacent pixels of counter-directional winds in the same area as the notch, you’ve likely got a mesocyclone, if not a wall cloud or a tornado.
 
This is the easiest method of predicting tornadoes generated by the classic supercell. Tornadoes can be formed within storm lines (typically smaller, such that the notch may not get picked up in the resolution of the radar), or clusters.  Still, it’s always nice to be watching a storm and beat the NWS or TV guys at "calling" a storm.  That’s no disrespect to the pros, as they’re operating by a specific set of standards… but it makes you look smarter than the average bear.

 
What about rain vs. ice vs. snow?
 
I really can’t help you there.  My focus is on severe spring weather, thus my winter forecasting/tracking skills aren’t worth a flip.

 
Can this thing do more?
 
There’s other data sets you can layer onto this, including temperature, dew point, wind vectors, CAPE, and Theta-e.  I wouldn’t recommend messing with it, but feel free to experiment.

A couple more things I left out... With your mouse over the map, the right/left mouse clicks toggle your zoom/widen.  To focus/pan out takes a little practice, and where the cursor is relative to the map does play a role.  Play with it a little and you'll get a good feel for things.

I'd also make a duplicate of the map I sent (or keep the original email) lest your experimentation mess too much with the one you're working with.

Marc Foster

